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Abstract. Through an understanding of the image formation process, diagnosti-
cally important facts about the internal structure and composition of the skin le-
sions can be derived from their colour images. A physics-based model of tissue
colouration provides a cross-reference between image colours and the underly-
ing histological parameters. This approach was successfully applied to the
analysis of images of pigmented skin lesions. Histological parametric maps
showing the concentration of dermal and epidermal melanin, blood and colla-
gen thickness across the imaged skin have been used to aid early detection of
melanoma. A clinical study on a set of 348 pigmented lesions showed 80.1%
sensitivity and 82.7% specificity.

1 Introduction

Colour is an important sign in the clinical diagnosis of many conditions. In the com-
puter analysis of medical images colour also plays an important role, for example in
segmentation and classification. These and similar operations utilise colour as one of
the image features, but the question “why a particular colour is associated with a par-
ticular medical condition” is not frequently asked. How do the colours that we see on
the surface arise? Light emitted by a source interacts with the surface and the interior
of an object and through these interactions (mainly absorption and scatter) the spectral
composition of light is altered. The changes reflect the structure and optical properties
of the materials constituting the object and in this sense the light remitted from the
object “encodes” its properties. If this encoding is understood, it should be possible to
deduce the structure and composition of the object from its colour image.
In this paper we show how the understanding of the image formation process enables
us to derive diagnostically important facts about the internal structure and composi-
tion of the skin lesions from their colour1  images. This information is then used for
diagnosis of pigmented skin lesions to aid the detection of melanoma.

2 Outline of the Method

The key to the interpretation of image colours in terms of the underlying histological
parameters is a model of tissue colouration which provides a cross-reference between
the colour and the histology. This model is constructed by computing the spectral
composition of light remitted from the skin given parameters specifying its structure
                                                          
1 In the remainder of the paper “colour” is taken to be a vector of n primaries. For example, a

standard colour image is represented by 3 primaries: red, green and blue, i.e. a vector [r g b].
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and optical properties. This step needs to be carried out only once. As the mapping
between the colours and the parameters is unique for the skin [1], each colour corre-
sponds to one specific set of histological parameters. For each derived parameter a
parametric image is then created which shows the magnitude of a given parameter at
each pixel location. In comparison with traditional methods, this approach to image
interpretation requires two additional inputs. One is the set of parameters which char-
acterise a given tissue by specifying its components, their optical properties, their
quantities, and their geometry. The other is a method for computing the remitted
spectra from the given parameters; in physics terminology “a model of light trans-
port”.
Our group has successfully applied this approach to the analysis of images of pig-
mented skin lesions [2]. Histological parametric maps showing the concentration of
dermal and epidermal melanin, blood and collagen thickness across the imaged skin
(see Fig. 3) have shown to aid early detection of melanoma [3].

3 Structure and Optical Properties of the Normal Skin

The skin consists of a number of layers with distinct function and distinct optical
properties (Fig. 1). White light shone onto the skin penetrates superficial skin layers
and whilst some of it is absorbed, much is remitted back and can be registered by a
camera.

Epidermis

Papillary dermis

Reticular dermis

Stratum Corneum

Absorption and
forward scatter

Absorption and
backscatter

Forward scatter

Diffusion

Incident light Remitted light

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the skin layers (names on the left) and their optical prop-
erties (on the right). The arrows indicate the path of light through the skin tissues

The stratum corneum is a protective layer consisting of the keratin-impregnated cells
and it varies considerably in thickness. Apart from scattering the light, it is optically
neutral.
The epidermis is largely composed of connective tissue. It also contains the melanin
producing cells, the melanocytes, and their product, melanin. Melanin is a pigment
which strongly absorbs light in the blue part of the visible spectrum and in ultraviolet.
In this way it acts as a filter which protects the deeper layers of the skin from harmful
effects of UV radiation. Within the epidermal layer there is very little scattering, with
the small amount that occurs being forward directed. The result of this is that all light
not absorbed by melanin can be considered to pass into the dermis.
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The dermis is made of collagen fibres and, in contrast to the epidermis, it contains
sensors, receptors, blood vessels and nerve ends. Haemoglobin, present in blood ves-
sels across the whole dermis, acts a selective absorber of light. Dermis consists of two
structurally different layers, papillary and reticular, which differ principally by the
size of collagen fibres. The small size of the collagen fibres in the papillary dermis
(diameter of an order of magnitude less than the incident visible light) makes this
layer highly back-scattering; i.e. any incoming light is directed back towards the skin
surface. The scatter is greatest at the red end of the spectrum and increases even fur-
ther in near infrared (nir). As absorption by melanin and blood is negligible in infra-
red, this part of the spectrum is optimal for assessing thickness of the papillary der-
mis.
Within the reticular dermis, the large size of collagen fibre bundles causes highly
forward-directed scattering. Thus any light which gets to this layer is passed on
deeper into the skin and does not contribute to the spectrum remitted from the skin
(Fig. 1).

4 Model of Colouration for Normal Skin

From the above analysis, the normal skin can be optically modelled as consisting of
three layers:
� epidermis, characterised by the wavelength (λ) dependent set of absorption coef-

ficients for melanin, µa
m(λ), and the melanin concentration, cm;

� papillary dermis, characterised by the absorption coefficients for haemoglobin,
µa

h(λ), the haemoglobin concentration, ch, the scatter coefficient for collagen,
µs

pd, and the thickness of the collagen layer, dpd;
� reticular dermis, characterised by the scatter coefficient, µs

rd,  and the layer thick-
ness, drd.

By supplying these parameters and the spectral composition of the incident light E(λ)
to a model of light transport, the spectral composition of the light remitted from the
skin, R(λ), can be computed:

R(λ) = Model_of_light_transport( E(λ), µa
m(λ), cm, µa

h(λ), ch,  µs
pd,  dpd, µs

rd, drd )
In the final step a colour vector [r  g  b  nir], is derived from the remitted spectrum
R(λ) by convolving it with suitable spectral response functions for the red, green, blue
and near infrared primaries, SR(λ), SG(λ), SB(λ) and SNIR(λ):

r = ⌡⌠
0

∞
 R(λ)SR(λ)dλ , g = ⌡⌠

0

∞
 R(λ)SG(λ)dλ ,   b =⌡⌠

0

∞
 R(λ)SB(λ)dλ ,    nir =⌡⌠

0

∞
 R(λ)SNIR(λ)dλ 

In this way we can compute the colour of light remitted from the skin’s surface.
Parameters in the Model_of_light_transport( ) above can be subdivided into those
which characterise the entire tissue type and those which characterise a specific in-
stance of the tissue. The absorption and scatter coefficients (µa

m(λ), cm, µa
h(λ), µs

pd,
µs

rd) belong to the first group. The thickness of the reticular dermis can be assumed
constant because due to its strong forward scattering properties even a thin layer will
prevent any remission of light. The levels of melanin and blood concentration cm and
ch, and thickness of the papillary dermis, dpd, vary for different skin locations. The
model captures this variability by computing a set of colour vectors for parameters
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spanning the entire range of histologically valid concentrations and thicknesses. In
this way a cross-reference between histology and colour is formed. Expressed as a
fragment of a pseudocode, the process of building of the model of colouration can be
described as follows:
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This forward process computes explicitly tissue colour given a set of histological pa-
rameters. As the mapping between the histological parameters and the primaries is
unique for the skin [1], the inverse mapping is possible: from the tissue colour to its
histological parameters:

[r  g  b  nir] ↔ [ cm   ch   dpd ]
The quantities [ cm   ch   dpd ] are then used to construct parametric maps.

5 Model of Light Transport

The optical characteristics of the skin tissue are such that a number of different light
transport models can be used. We have implemented a two-flux model [5] based on
Kubelka-Munk theory [6]. It computes the remitted (R) and transmitted (T) light sepa-
rately for each layer i: Ri and Ti. For an n layered system, values for R12...n and T12...n are
computed recursively [7]:

R12...n = R12...n-1 + 
T2

12...n-1Rn

1 - R12...n-1Rn

 

and

T12...n =
T12...n-1Tn

1 - R12...n-1Rn

 

The model for the normal skin has three layers, corresponding to epidermis, upper
papillary dermis (with prevalence of blood) and lower papillary dermis. All the ab-
sorption and scatter coefficients are based on the published data (e.g. [4]). The range
of wavelengths, from λ = 400 to 1200 nm, covers the whole visible spectrum and a
small range of near infrared radiation. The wavelengths used for computations are
taken at equal intervals of 30nm, giving 30 discrete points for each spectrum. The
incident light is “white”, i.e. it has equal contributions from each discrete wavelength.
The  [r  g  b  nir] vectors are derived from the computed spectra using a set of re-
sponse functions equivalent to physical filters used by a camera. Figure 2 represents
schematically the relationship between the two reference systems: colour, [r   g   b];
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and histological parameters: melanin concentration, blood concentration and thickness
of the papillary dermis, [ cm   ch    dpd ].
Recently the model has been verified by comparing its output to the output generated
by a stochastic Monte-Carlo method using a public domain implementation by Prahl
et al [8].

Fig. 2. Schematic relationship between two reference systems: colour system, with axes R, G
and B; and histological parameter system, with axes Haemoglobin, Melanin and Papillary Der-
mis

6 Abnormal Skin

The model above has been constructed for skin which has a normal structure. Skin
colouration associated with abnormal conditions does not necessarily have to conform
to this model and this has been found to be true for some classes of pigmented skin
lesions. We shall review briefly the characteristics of common lesions and discuss the
implications of their structure on the model of colouration.
Pigmented skin lesions appear as patches of darker colour on the skin. In most cases
the cause is excessive melanin concentration in the skin. In benign lesions (e.g. com-
mon naevi) melanin deposits are normally found in epidermis. Excessive pigmenta-
tion can also occur as the result of the papillary dermis becoming thin (light instead of
being back-scattered is absorbed by structures beyond the reticular dermis). Some-
times small deposits of blood or large concentrations of small blood vessels can take
the appearance similar to a pigmented skin lesion. All these types of lesions conform
to the “normal” skin model, frequently at the high end of pigment concentration
ranges or low end of the thickness range.
Malignant melanoma occurs when melanocytes reproduce at the high, abnormal rate.
Whilst they (and their associated melanin) remain in the epidermis, melanoma is
termed “in situ”. At this stage it is not life-threatening and its optical properties make
it conform to the “normal” model of colouration. When malignant melanocytes have
penetrated into the dermis, they leave melanin deposits there, changing the nature of
skin colouration. The likelihood of metastases increases with the depth of penetration
and patient prognosis becomes increasingly worse. Sometimes dermal melanin is
found also in benign lesions (e.g. junctional naevus and blue naevus).
The colour of the skin with melanin deposits in the dermis no longer fits the model of
normal colouration. This non-conformance to the model marks it as being “abnormal”
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and provides a highly sensitive diagnostic sign. Such abnormal colours are marked on
a fourth parametric map which shows the presence of melanin in the dermis.
The presence of melanin in the dermis is the most significant sign of melanoma.
However, it cannot be used as a sole diagnostic criterion because in situ melanomas
do not have dermal melanin; moreover, some naevi have dermal deposits (although
their spatial patterns tend to be more regular than in melanoma). Other signs, some of
which can be indicative of melanoma in situ, are thickening of the collagen fibres in
the papillary dermis (fibrosis); increased blood supply at the lesion periphery (ery-
thematous reaction); and lack of blood within the lesion, in the areas destroyed by
cancer. All these signs can be captured in the parametric maps. Figure 3 shows an
image of a lesion (a melanoma) and the four parametric maps.

                  (a)                                              (b)                                               (c)

                                                               (d)                                               (e)

Fig. 3. (a) A colour image of a melanoma; Parametric maps showing (b) total melanin; (c) der-
mal melanin (note that dermal melanin is present); (d) thickness of the papillary dermis (note
the increased amount on the periphery and also a "collage hole" in the centre of the lesion
where collagen was displaced by melanin); (e) blood (note the absence of blood in the centre of
the lesion - white area - and increased amount of blood on a periphery - an erythematous reac-
tion)

7 Clinical Evaluation

This method was evaluated in a clinical study at the Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cam-
bridge, and at the Norwich Hospital. The objective of the study was to see whether the
histological features which can be directly observed in parametric maps improve di-
agnosis of melanoma in comparison to standard clinical examination.
A set of 348 lesion images was collected inspecialized dermatology clinics in Cam-
bridge and Norwich using a SIAscope [9], see figure 4. Lesions were scored accord-
ing to a revised seven-point checklist [10] – a standard method in clinical assessment
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of lesions. Each imaged lesion was then excised and sent for histolopathological
analysis. Histology reports (melanoma vs. non-melanoma) were taken to be the
ground truth. The set included 52 melanomas of various sub-types and at various
stages of development. Most of the non-melanomas were benign naevi. Factual and
clinical information was also recorded, including gender, location on the body, di-
ameter, symmetry and others.
The parametric maps of the lesions, together with their clinical information and colour
images, were examined visually by an experienced clinician. This preliminary analy-
sis [3] identified the features listed in Table 1 as being most strongly associated with
melanoma. The table lists also sensitivity and specificity of the individual features.

Fig. 4. SIAscope – a certified commercial device developed using the model of skin colouration
described in this paper

Table 1. Diagnostic features associated with the parametric maps, and sensitivity and specifi-
city of the individual features in melanoma classification

Diagnostic feature Parametric map Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Presence of dermal melanin Dermal melanin 96.2 56.8
Areas within the lesion with
no blood present (“blood
displacement”)

Dermal blood 75.0 70.3

Increase in blood level on
the lesion periphery (“ery-
thematous blush”)

Dermal blood 75.0 65.5

Areas within the lesion with
no collagen present (“colla-
gen holes”)

Collagen thickness 78.8 74.0

Asymmetry Total melanin 76.9 62.2

The subsequent logistic regression analysis identified the combinations of the features
which result in the best overall classification of melanoma [3]. Figure 5 shows ROC
curves for two best combinations. A curve for a clinical diagnosis based on a revised
seven-point checklist is included for comparison.
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8 Discussion and Conclusions

The classification results of 80.1% sensitivity and 82.7% specificity compare very
well with other diagnostic methods (clinical diagnosis [10] and dermatoscopy [11]).
This can be attributed to the fact that the parametric maps provide a clinician with
information which can be easily understood and interpreted because it is directly re-
lated to histology.
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Fig. 5. Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves for combinations of features, compared
with clinical assessment and dermatoscopy

Traditional computer based techniques for the analysis of pigmented skin lesions all
aim to correlate the lesion’s appearance with its diagnosis. Visual features are usually
based on the published “checklists ” [12] [13], and include colour, pigmentation, pig-
ment variation, border irregularity, asymmetry, size etc. The methods differ in the
way that the measurements of these features are derived from digital images and the
way that they are correlated with diagnosis ([14]-[18]). However, they lack explana-
tory power and in most instances act as “black boxes” which take in the images and
output either numerical parameters or a putative diagnosis. Systems of this nature are
not well accepted by practicing clinicians.
Our approach is fundamentally different in two ways. First, it does not concentrate on
image patterns and image features, but through a physics-based interpretation of im-
age colours it makes explicit the underlying histology. Second, by generating images
showing relative magnitudes of the histological entities, the lesion appearance can be
correlated with its structure, thus providing an explanation as to why various skin
diseases manifest themselves through particular visual signs. The model of normal
skin colouration is representative of all the normal skins, irrespective of racial origin,
age or gender [5]. The structure remains the same, and the only differences are in the
magnitudes of the parameters cm, ch, and dpd.
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Colour changes of many body tissues are used for diagnosing diseases. Most tissues
have regular laminar structure, collagenous framework and contain a small number of
pigments. The colour interpretation method presented in this paper can be clearly ex-
tended to other tissues and in some cases it may be an attractive alternative to biopsy.
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